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The History of Chocolate

Text:

People from all over the world like the taste of chocolate. Chocolate is a food that many people
enjoy as a dessert or snack.Some people like dark chocolate and some people like light chocolate.
Some people like plain chocolate and others like nuts or cream inside.
Maybe you have heard about Hershey, Pennsylvania. There,Milton Hershey first made
chocolate. The name “Hershey” is known throughout the world. Milton Hershey died in 1945,
but the chocolate factory and Hershey’s chocolate continues to be made in Hershey,
Pennsylvania. First, he learned to make caramels.When he was 29-years-old, he started a
caramel business, and in four years his business was very successful and opened up a chocolate
factory.The Hershey Chocolate Company grew to make sweet chocolate and cocoa. Hershey died
but the world remembers him for not only making chocolate bars, but for his work to help
people,especially his workers, through his foundation :
He is remembered as someone who built an entire city and helped
people get jobs. He is remembered for someone who made a school
for children who did not have families. He is someone who made
a medical centre to help those who are sick and someone who made
that chocolate which most of us throughout the world enjoy.
Adapted from :

http://www.k5learning.com/sites/all/files/worksheets/K5_RC_Gr3_LO1_SampleW.pdf

Read the text then do the following activities :
Part One (14 points) : A/ Reading Comprehension:(07 points)
Activity 1: Read the text and answer the following questions :

(02 Pts.)

1/ Do all people like dark chocolate ?
2/ Was Milton Hershey able to make famous chocolate ?
Activity 2: Read the following statements and put a cross(×) in the right box:(03 Pts.)
Sentences

True

False

Not mentioned

1. Milton Hershey started making caramels first.
2. He didn’t have any children.
3. He helped his workers a lot.
Activity 3: a/Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following : (01 Pt.)

perhaps = --------

occupations = ------------

b/Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following : ( 01 Pt.)
ended ≠ -----------

forgets ≠ ---------Page 1/2

B / Mastery of Language: (07 points)
Activity One: Re-order the following words to get a coherent question:

(02 Pts.)

- ? – they – unsweetened - past – to – make - Were – chocolate – able - in –the -

Activity Two: Rewrite the following sentence using the Present Simple and the Future Simple:(03 Pts.)

 He could export his choclate to the United Kingdom.
 He………………………………………………….. .(Present Simple)
 He………………………………………………….. .(Future Simple)

Activity Three: Copy down these words and circle the silent letter :

(02 Pts.)

Known – when - school - write

Part Two : Written Expression :

(06 Pts.)

A lot of people from all over the world like to eat Pizza.But what is the history of this
famous food ?
In a paragraph of more than 08 lines, write about the history of this popular Italian dish.
These cues may help you :
 Modern Pizza( to be invented - Naples, Italy) … word pizza - Greek - origin.
 Greeks ( to cover bread –oils- herbs – cheese).
 Poor people –Naples ( to add- tomato - flat bread) and so the pizza began.
 Baker Raffaele Esposito – Naples-to make- Modern pizza
 popular Pizza Margherita, to be invented - 1889, in honor of the visiting Queen Margherita.
Later, the dish has become popular in many parts of the world:

first pizzeria, Antica Pizzeria Port'Alba, to open - 1830 - Naples.

first pizzeria - open - 1905 - New York City.

first Pizza Hut, chain - pizza restaurants – USA- 1930s.
 Nowadays- varieties of pizza exist worldwide.
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